Social diffusion of novel foraging methods in brown capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella)
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It has been reported that wild capuchin monkeys exhibit several group-specific behavioural traditions. By contrast, experiments have found little evidence for the social learning assumed necessary to support such traditions. The present study used a diffusion chain paradigm to investigate whether a novel foraging task could be observationally learned by capuchins (Cebus apella) and then transmitted along a chain of individuals. We used a two-action paradigm to control for independent learning. Either of two methods (lift or slide) could be used to open the door of a foraging apparatus to retrieve food. Two chains were tested (N₁ = 4; N₂ = 5), each beginning with an experimenter-trained model who demonstrated to a partner its group-specific method for opening the foraging apparatus. After the demonstration, if the observer was able to open the apparatus 20 times by either method, then it became the demonstrator for a new subject, thus simulating the spread of a foraging tradition among ‘generations’ of group members. Each method was transmitted along these respective chains with high fidelity, echoing similar results presently available only for chimpanzees and children. These results provide the first clear evidence for faithful diffusion of alternative foraging methods in monkeys, consistent with claims for capuchin traditions in the wild.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last 20 years, there has been a major expansion in the study of social learning in animals, driven principally by the study of behavioural traditions in the wild, and experimental analyses of the learning process, undertaken mostly in the laboratory (Galef & Giraldeau 2001; Fragaszy & Perry 2003; Galef & Hayes 2004; Perry 2006). Social learning includes all those processes whereby individuals acquire new behaviour or information about their environment through observation or interaction with others, or the results of their actions. This may give rise to the group-level phenomenon of local traditions or cultures, in which case the social learning is often referred to as ‘cultural transmission’. Understanding such learning is important for evolutionary biology generally, because it provides an alternative transmission system to genetics that can powerfully shape behavioural evolution (Boyd & Richerson 1985; Whiten 2005). At more specific levels, studies of animal social learning and traditions have become influential in behavioural ecology (Danchin et al. 2004), ethology (Fragaszy & Perry 2003), anthropology (Perry 2006) and comparative psychology (Shettleworth 2001; Hurley & Chater 2005).

This body of work has provided increasing evidence for social learning and traditions among fishes, birds and mammals (Brown & Laland 2006; Learning & Behavior, whole issue 32 (1) 2004; Stanley et al. in press). However, the traditions described in most species studied tend to be limited to single behaviour patterns, such as pine-cone opening in black rats (Aissner & Terkel 1992; Terkel 1996). By contrast, in a small number of primate species that have been the subjects of long-term field study, multiple traditions have been described, which define relatively complex local ‘cultures’ that have been suggested to be somewhat more comparable to the multifarious nature of human culture (chimpanzees: Goodall 1973, Nishida et al. 1983, Whiten et al. 1999; orangutans: van Schaik et al. 2003; Japanese macaques: Leca et al. 2007; see Whiten & van Schaik 2007 for a review). Recent studies of capuchin monkeys (Cebus spp.) have provided the richest of such information for any monkey, extending to several forms of social conventions including finger-sniffing and dyadic games, and locally varying types of foraging behaviour that include nut-cracking and fruit-processing (Ottoni & Mannu 2001; Panger et al. 2002; Perry et al. 2003).

These reports rely on circumstantial evidence that genetic and environmental influences are unlikely to be responsible for the appearance of the group-specific behaviours described. However, the weakness of the field studies is that direct evidence implicating social learning, of the kind provided unambiguously through experimental manipulation of opportunities for social versus non-social learning, remains unavailable (Fragaszy 2003; Galef 2003; Laland & Hoppitt 2003). Accordingly, researchers have turned to laboratory experiments to complete studies of social learning that complement the field research. The majority of such experiments with capuchin monkeys have converged on a conclusion that appears at odds with that drawn from the field studies: that capuchin monkeys are not imitators and that the limited transmission of information-recorded results from simpler social learning mechanisms such as social facilitation or localized stimulus enhancement, in which attention is merely drawn to relevant
stimuli (Visalberghi & Fragaszy 1990, 2002). The authors of these studies have interpreted them as supporting the conclusion that monkeys do not imitate or learn from one another; rather, they simply learn with each other (Fragaszy & Visalberghi 2001; Bonnie & de Waal 2007), the presence of a conspecific merely facilitating an individual's ability to learn independently. The results of numerous experimental studies (Fragaszy & Visalberghi 2001, 2004) review over 30 studies) therefore appear in conflict with the inference of field researchers that group-specific behaviours are culturally transmitted in capuchin monkeys, because processes as simple as stimulus enhancement would be insufficient to generate the behavioural variants documented in wild capuchins, which concern particular foraging and social behaviours rather than preferences for objects or locations.

These social learning experiments, however, have been based on dyadic tests in which a single observer watches a single, trained model (Adams-Curtis & Fragaszy 1995; Fredman & Whiten in press; Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy 1995; and see reviews by Visalberghi & Fragaszy 1990, 2002). This is a limited paradigm for the study of culture, which requires the spread of novel forms of behaviour through a group. Our study therefore aimed to bridge the gap between the dyadic experimental studies of social learning and the population-level cultural phenomena inferred in the wild, by investigating whether brown capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella) are capable of transmitting a novel foraging task along a chain of individuals. Moreover, we applied a two-action paradigm (Dawson & Foss 1965; Galef et al. 1986), which controls for individual learning by having each of two alternative foraging methods performed by an initial model in front of a naive subject. The particular two-action design of this study also controls for localized stimulus enhancement by having both of the alternative, modelled foraging methods focused on the same locus of the task (the handle of a door, which can either be lifted or slid open to retrieve food). This paradigm was further strengthened by testing three groups of individuals: one group for each method and a third control group not exposed to a demonstrator of either method.

To address the fidelity of information transfer and the ability of a group to maintain an experimentally introduced foraging behaviour beyond the original model, we employed a diffusion chain paradigm. The diffusion chain paradigm, like the game 'telephone', involves information being transferred from one individual to the next. Although at each step in the experiment, we are again testing only a dyad, in this diffusion paradigm there is a realistic possibility for the information to be corrupted, if it is not copied exactly. If the latter occurs, the original behaviour will not spread to become a tradition. Thus, the diffusion chain simulates one 'thread' through a series of potential cultural transmission events.

The diffusion chain paradigm was first used with humans (Bartlett 1932) and has more recently been employed in a still-small set of studies to test the transmission of foraging, food preferences and predator avoidance in fishes, birds and rats (Curio et al. 1978; Laland & Plotkin 1990, 1992; Laland & Williams 1998). Recently, the three-group, two-action paradigm used in the current study demonstrated high fidelity transmission of alternative foraging methods along diffusion chains involving up to six steps in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), as well as in human children (Horner et al. 2006). It should be noted that other diffusion paradigms exist, such as 'open diffusion' in which a model is introduced into a whole group (Kendal et al. 2005; Whiten et al. 2007). The merit of the 'chain' paradigm is that it allows the course of the transmission to be known and 'cultural generations' showing faithful replication to be accurately counted.

Given the apparent lack of imitation in monkeys, it remains unknown whether such transmission chains would be sustained in the capuchins we studied. In the light of the experimental studies summarized above, one might instead expect corruption to occur early, since capuchins may not copy the behavioural variants seeded in their chain. The field research, however, would suggest that transmission will be sustained. By employing the diffusion chain paradigm in conjunction with a two-action social learning task, it should be possible to gain further insight into the transmission processes that support group-specific cultural variation in capuchins.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Subjects

Subjects were 4 male and 10 female brown capuchin monkeys ranging in age from 3 to 30 years (median age, 5.5 years; mean age, 9). They lived in a group of 20 individuals (6 males, 11 females and 3 infants) ranging in age from two months to an estimated 35 years, housed at the Centre de Primatologie of Université Louis Pasteur in France.

Monkeys were housed in an enclosure consisting of two indoor areas measuring 33 m² in total and three interconnected outdoor areas measuring 45 m² in total. The outdoor enclosures were connected by 1 m long tunnels that could be closed off using sliding doors. All tests were conducted in the first outdoor enclosure area where both subjects could move freely. A visual barrier was placed so as to prevent future test subjects from observing the test condition from the second enclosure. Each test pair was separated from their group for testing, but for not more than 30 min. They had ad libitum access to monkey chow and water and were never food deprived.

Subject pairs were selected based on observations made by the first author, focusing on social tolerance during grooming bouts and food interest interactions in pairs. The demonstrator for each test was slightly higher ranking than the observer monkey. This was done so that the model would be able to manipulate the device without being displaced by the observer. The rank difference, however, was small enough that the observer was tolerated by the model. Prior to the first test session, all pairs were given a 'compatibility check', to see whether they both could be presented with food without conflict or displacement. This was deemed important since observer subjects had the opportunity to move about the 15 m² enclosure and avoid the model, if there was conflict.

(b) Materials

An 'artificial fruit' was constructed from Lexan and measured 28×28×28 cm. This was modelled on the device used by Horner et al. (2006), nicknamed 'the Doorian fruit' (henceforth 'the Doorian') scaled down appropriately for capuchin monkeys. The back of the Doorian was open to allow the experimenter to insert food items. Pieces of cereal were used as the food rewards. The door could be opened by either of two actions: (i) lifting or (ii) sliding (figure 1a–c). This two-action
either method was possible at the same location. The task controlled for stimulus and local enhancement because either method was possible at the same location.

Our Doorian differed from that used by Horner et al. (2006) in three small but probably important ways for our subjects. First, the Doorian was elevated to monkey’s shoulder level, allowing the capuchins to explore and manipulate the apparatus with both hands more naturally while in the seated position (the chimpanzee version was lower). Second, unlike the ape version, the slide method had no spring mechanism to return the door to the closed position, so preventing the monkeys from trapping their smaller fingers in the door. The Doorian had an opening in the closed position, so preventing the monkeys from trapping food rewards. Third, a protruding door handle was added so that enough surface area existed for the monkeys to use their entire hand and wrist to open the door, since they appeared less capable of the grips employed by children and chimpanzees. In these ways, we contrived to make the task suitable for the known manipulative competencies of our subjects.

**Procedure**

(i) **Controls**

To discover whether both methods were similarly difficult, four subjects were presented with the Doorian without any prior training or demonstrations. These individuals were given 15 min to manipulate the Doorian in order to extract food rewards. If the subject was successful using either method, the box was re-baited for 20 trials. A trial terminated with food retrieval from the box using either method, or if the monkey was unsuccessful, the control test ended after 15 min.

(ii) **Model training**

Each of two models was given three training sessions spread over 3 separate days, with each session consisting of 20, 30 and 40 trials, respectively. The range of 20–40 trials was employed in order to assess when a demonstrator became satiated. This occurred between 20 and 30 trials, with longer delays occurring between food retrieval attempts for trials 30–40. Because models and observers could not easily be separated after observations, satiating the demonstrator gave the observer the opportunity to go on to manipulate the Doorian. During the first training session, both the models were shown their respective method by having the experimenter open the box twice. Both the models were able to open the Doorian using the trained technique during the first training session after only two demonstrations.

The two models were selected based on rank. High-ranking models are most likely to be able to perform the task repeatedly without being displaced. Unfortunately, one of the models, the group’s beta male, did not behave the same way when paired with some individuals as had been expected from the group context. After his training, he was presented with a ‘compatibility test’ to see whether he would allow a partner to take food from the experimenter in his presence, and he behaved antagonistically towards the partner. Therefore, this originally intended slide model was replaced by the alpha female, who performed the slide method during her control test. She performed 80% slide (i.e. 4 lifts/16 slides) during her control test, but then later performed 100% slide once exposed to training sessions. After three sessions of 20, 30 and 40 trials, she was considered a proficient model. Because there were a limited number of monkeys available for this study, there was one subject less in the slide group than in the lift (i.e. one trained model and four slide observers; one trained model and five lift observers).

(iii) **Demonstration sessions and observer tests**

Prior to testing, all potential test pairs were given a compatibility check during which food was presented to the pair in the test area. The experimenter showed two hands holding food rewards and then presented this food to both monkeys with hands apart. If the dominant allowed the subordinate to take food without aggression or major displacement, the pair was considered compatible for testing.

A ‘test’ consisted of two phases. In the first phase, a subject was given the opportunity to watch a demonstrator monkey open the Doorian and collect food for a minimum of 20 trials and a maximum of 40 trials. Subjects were considered ‘watching’ when facing the apparatus within arms reach of the demonstrator. A minimum of 20 trials was set so that the subjects had multiple opportunities to watch in close proximity to the demonstrator (figure 2). A maximum of 40 trials was set since subjects became satiated, variably, at some point between 20 and 40 trials. Once satiated, the model stopped monopolizing the Doorian, leaving the device available for manipulation by the observer monkey. In the second phase, the subject was allowed to manipulate the Doorian to search.
for food. If the observer was able to open the door by using either method and retrieve the food reward, the apparatus was re-baited for a total of 20 trials. Each observer who was able to open the Doorian became the demonstrator for the next test subject in the chain, whichever method they employed.

(d) Data collection and analysis
All tests were recorded with a Canon mini-DV video camera. The researcher also dictated the method used and whether the demonstration was watched by the observer, in case it was not clearly visible on film.

The number of lift and slide actions was recorded. The number of food-retrieval demonstrations observed by the subject, regardless of which action was performed, was recorded to assess the per cent of all demonstrations observed. Owing to the design of the task, coding of lift versus slide was unambiguous.

Owing to the small sample sizes, non-parametric statistics were used to compare the three groups on these measures.

3. RESULTS

(a) Controls
The control tests demonstrated that either method was possible for at least some capuchins to discover. Of the four controls, two performed the lift method with 100 and 95% success, respectively, and one performed 80% slide during their respective 20 trials. A fourth subject manipulated various places including the door handle on the Doorian, but was unable to open the door and did not extract food rewards (figure 3a).

(b) Observers
Subjects were all given between 20 and 40 demonstrations depending on how quickly the respective model became satiated. Subjects observed between 38 and 100% demonstrations performed by the model, with all subjects witnessing at least 10 trials (table 1). Subjects were considered ‘observing’ when facing the apparatus within arms reach of the demonstrator. All but two observers watched 80% or more of the demonstrations. The subject who watched 49% (KN) was initially pushed away by the model (PI) but quickly tolerated after the first seven trials. The second subject who watched 38% (KW) was tolerated by the model, but preferred to forage in the gravel of the test area for part of the demonstration phase.

The number of food retrievals using either lift or slide was tallied for each of the 20 trials. A ‘slide’ score was then calculated for the subject between 0 and 1 based on the number of actions performed. A score of 1 represented 20 (100% slides) whereas a score of 0 represented 20 lifts). In the single case of no food retrieval, and therefore no method bias, a score of 0.5 was given. A two-tailed Mann-Whitney test showed that the two chains initiated with either lift or slide methods (i.e. excluding the initial models) were significantly different in their slide score (median lift chain = 0, median slide chain = 1; Z = -2.61, $n_1 = 5$, $n_2 = 4$, $p = 0.01$)

The first four lift-group observers performed 100% lift while the last subject in the chain performed 90% lift (figure 3b, with slide actions at trials 15 and 17 in a total of 20 trials). The first three slide-group subjects performed 100% slide, while the last subject in the chain performed 95% slide (figure 3c), with one lift at trial 7, in a total of 20 trials. Although some corruption emerged for the last monkey in each chain, these were isolated incidents followed by responses that continued to replicate the actions of the prior monkey. It should be emphasized that chains were not terminated at this point owing to these results, but because these were the maximum number of subjects available and assigned to the experimental design.

During the observer testing phase, only one subject in each test group (RO and AL) did not immediately open the apparatus; instead, they spent 8 and 24 s, respectively, feeling the front panel before acting on the door. During the control testing phase, the unsuccessful subject (KO) manipulated the Doorian, touching the handle, door and various other parts of the device several times throughout the 15 min, but never opened the door.

4. DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that capuchin monkeys are capable of learning a foraging technique from a conspecific demonstrator and that this process will repeat over several cultural generations of group members. To our knowledge, this kind of finding has not previously been shown experimentally in monkeys, and adds to a small body of experiments demonstrating socially learned diffusion effects in a variety of vertebrates (Curio et al. 1978; Lefebvre 1986; Laland & Plotkin 1990; Laland & Williams 1997; Reader & Laland 2000). However, these earlier studies contrasted only a single experimental group with controls, and thus concern only a single behaviour

---

Figure 3. (a–c) Diffusion chain results. Each box represents one subject’s performance (black area, per cent lift actions; white area, per cent slide actions; crossed area, no action) for (a) control, (b) lift and (c) slide groups. Codes under each box identify the subject. Arrows indicate the progression in the diffusion chain; each subject followed by an arrow was the model for the next subject in the chain.

Table 1. The per cent of model demonstrations observed by the test subjects are presented by group in the order in which subjects appeared within their respective chain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lift group</th>
<th>per cent trials observed (%)</th>
<th>slide group</th>
<th>per cent trials observed (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samir (SA)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Paola (PA)</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliha (AL)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Olive (OL)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitau (PI)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Petula (PE)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinika (KN)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Rosy (RO)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiwi (KW)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pattern such as pecking through a paper cover to gain food (Lefebvre 1986). In such experimental designs, effects may reflect only the facilitation or targeting of existing elements of behaviour. For example, we had used only a slide model compared with non-observing controls, a greater occurrence of slide in the first group might be because they had discovered through observation that food was in the box and slide came naturally to them as a means to obtain it, while controls remained ignorant of this opportunity. By contrast, the two-action aspect of our design shows, crucially, that some kind of copying process was at work, to provide the necessary differentiation between the replications that occurred along each chain of individuals seeded with the alternative methods.

To our knowledge, ours is the first two-action transmission chain study to demonstrate such an effect in monkeys and indeed in any non-human species other than the chimpanzees studied by Horner et al. (2006). Moreover, the tendency of the two individuals who discovered (possibly by accident) the alternative method to nevertheless stay faithful to the method that they had observed hints at the kind of conformity to group-mates’ methods described in recent chimpanzee experiments (Whiten et al. 2005). Because this concerns only two individuals, this must remain a tentative interpretation at this point, but deserves more attention in future studies. Nevertheless, the fidelity of transmission we documented remains remarkable given the potential for corruption, and since one might expect that a monkey attempting to lift could all too easily accidentally discover slide, or vice versa (in both cases its hand is on the same handle).

Our study can draw limited conclusions about the social learning mechanism (or mechanisms) at work and was not designed to do so, other than controlling for processes as elementary as stimulus enhancement, by ensuring that the same handle was used to open the door by either lifting or sliding. Ruling out stimulus enhancement means that more sophisticated processes are implicated, with some capacity for copying of either actions (lift versus slide—‘imitation’), or the results of such actions (door rising versus door sliding—‘emulation’: Tomasello & Call 1997). That three of the four controls were able to solve the task by either lifting or sliding suggests that these basic capacities were available to all subjects but channelled into one form or the other by social learning. In any case, further experiments will be needed to discriminate these, such as ‘ghost’ conditions in which observers see only the door move (Tennie et al. 2006; Hopper et al. 2007). Given that previous studies with capuchin monkeys have shown little evidence for imitation, we provided the capuchins with relatively straightforward tasks, which we anticipated might be easily assimilated by them (as well as easily discernible by the experimenter coding the tests). Further research could expand upon this to investigate more complex manipulations or sequential tasks in order to gain further insight into capuchins’ copying abilities.

Whatever the precise mechanism, our two-action transmission chain study has demonstrated a capacity in capuchin monkeys for serial transmission of alternative behaviour patterns. Why we recorded so much greater copying fidelity than the majority of earlier studies with capuchins and other monkeys is not known, but we suspect at least two factors may have been important. First, we took great care to modify the task in a number of respects (see §2) so that it was well suited to the behavioural capacities of the study species; and second, we took great care to perform compatibility checks for each pair of individuals in the experimental chains. The latter may raise an alternative concern that we engineered greater tolerance than would exist for natural opportunities for cultural transmission in this species. Although the generally tolerant nature of capuchins (Ottoni et al. 2005) would appear to make this unlikely, it would be beneficial to supplement our diffusion chain study with one based on the freedom of open diffusion to further examine the role of dominance.

Our study was restricted by subject availability to chains of the lengths achieved, so stands in need of further replication and, ideally, extension to longer chains as well as more naturalistic open diffusion experiments in which whole groups are exposed to expert models (Bonnie et al. 2007). Nevertheless, the transmission effects we documented are statistically robust. They are consistent with field ethologists’ interpretations of their observational data, which suggest that capuchins in the wild sustain socially transmitted traditions.
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